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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can move into space to help my team.

• I know how to help my team when attacking.

• I understand there are different skills for different situations and I am beginning to use this.

Year 6

• I can select the appropriate action for the situation.

• I can create and use a variety of tactics to help my team.

• I can create and use space to help my team.

YEAR 5/6

Tag Rugby
Lesson 6

Learning Objective
To draw defence and know when to pass.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Do not pass the ball too early or too late.

Only pass if the defender comes to you.

Equipment

Optional:
Cones

Rugby balls x 10

Tag rugby belts x 30

Team bands x 15
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Tag belts on.
 

Tag boxing:
In pairs, pupils need to tag their partner by removing their tag, whilst trying not to let their partner tag his/her own belt. They must stand face to face and cannot run away. If they tag their

partner, they get one point and must hand back the tag before continuing.

Encourage the pupils to bend their knees, keeping low and move their feet quickly to avoid being tagged.

Play for 30 seconds to a minute and then change partners and repeat.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Draw and pass:

A In groups of three with one ball. Pupils play in an area approx. 7m x 7m. Two pupils are attackers and one pupil is the defender. Attackers get a point each time they make four

passes. The defender gets a point each time they tag the person with the ball. Pupils have one minute to see how many points they can score. Rotate roles after a minute.

Pass when the defender comes near you.

Encourage the attackers to move into space away from the defender.

B Two attackers begin on one side of their playing area and try to score by placing the ball on the opposite side of the area. Attackers are only allowed to pass backwards or

sideways. The defender scores a point if they make a tag. Attackers score a point if they score a try by placing the ball past the scoring line with two hands.

If the defender doesn’t come to the ball carrier to attempt a tag, the attacker should run to score a try.

If the defender comes towards the ball carrier, pass to your teammate.

Make this easier for the attackers by making the area wider.
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4v2:
Play in an 8m x 8m area. Two defenders play against four attackers. Four attackers start at one side of the area and attempt to score a try by placing the ball on the opposite side of the

area. If the defenders make a tag, they win a point and the attack must start again.

Only pass if the defender comes to you.

Don’t pass too early or too late.

Make this easier by staggering the area that the defenders can go in.

 

3v3:
In groups of six, pupils play 3v3 in the same space as the previous activity. 

Think about where the defenders are, and if there is a clear space to be able to score, run!

Rules:

Once three tags have been made, if no try is scored, the ball is given to the other team.
If a try is scored, let the opposing team start from the middle again.
To restart, the player with the ball touches/ taps the ball on their foot and passes.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Talk to the pupils about what they have to think about when their team has got the ball and when the opposition has the ball.

Ask them to tell you of a time when they or someone else used space effectively and ask them to tell you why it was helpful.

What tactics did they use and were they effective?

Can they explain when they outwitted an opponent and how they did so?

How did they decide when to pass or when to run?


